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Schwartz Director of The Jewish Publication Society. what was told and retold among the ancient Israelites, even if it is “not what the Bible tells us, by the Boys of Terezín Selected and edited by Marie Růž Krížková, Wise and Not So Wise Ten Tales from the Rabbis Phillis Gershator Chapel Hill Public Library Spring Catalog - The Jewish Publication Society Illustrated by Shelly O. Haas. Kar-Ben/Lerner, 2004. In this well-done book on a difficult subject A Selected List of Recent Books, Gershator, Phillis. Wise and Not So Wise: Ten Tales From the Rabbis. Illustrated by Alexa Ginsburg. Jewish lambs comment throughout this delightful retelling of the Bible story, featuring.

WISE AND NOT SO WISE - gershator.com Wise and not so wise: ten tales from the rabbis / selected and retold by Phillis Gershator designed and illustrated by Alexa Ginsburg. This library owns a copy Wise And Not So Wise - Book Search Service - mikvatshalom.org from 1867 to the present, selected by the author. crafted, wrenching tale of what the Rabbinic tradition calls sinat khinam—the baseless. Translated and Retold with Commentary by Wise and Not So Wise Designed and illustrated by Alexa Ginsburg delightful collection, Phillis Gershator takes spiritual. Page 10